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 IBM DB2 Universal Database Version 8 for z/OS offers enterprises unprecedented opportunities to integrate information, deliver it on demand, and manage it simply and cost-effectively. Now, one of the world's leading DB2 consultants presents the definitive guide to administering DB2 UDB V8 databases in z/OS environments. DB2 for z/OS Version 8 DBA Certification Guide also serves as a key tool for anyone preparing for IBM Certified Database Administrator for DB2 Universal Database V8 for z/OS certification. 

IBM Gold Consultant Susan Lawson presents hundreds of practical techniques, expert guidelines, and useful tips for every facet of DB2 UDB database administration, including database implementation, operation, recovery, security, auditing, performance, installation, migration, SQL, and more. Coverage includes

	Understanding the DB2 product family, architecture, attachments, and the DB2 z/OS environment


	Securing enterprise-class DB2 installations and applications


	Using SQL to create and manage database objects, and manipulate and retrieve information


	Mastering key DBA tasks, including loading, reorganizing, quiescing, repairing, and recovering data; recovering and rebuilding indexes; and gathering statistics


	Implementing data sharing in Parallel Sysplex environments


	Learning the fundamentals of DB2 application development from the DBA's perspective


	Leveraging advanced DB2 functions, including stored procedures and other object-relational extensions


	Optimizing DB2 applications and the DB2 engine for maximum performance 


Whether you are administering DB2 UDB V8 in z/OS environments, planning to do so, or preparing for DB2 UDB V8 DBA certification, DB2 for z/OS Version 8 DBA Certification Guide will be your single most valuable resource.

 About the Author
 

Susan Lawson is an internationally recognized consultant and lecturer with a strong background in system and database administration. She currently works with several clients to help development, implement, and tune some of the world's largest and most complex DB2 databases. She is an IBM Gold Consultant for DB2 and S/390, and an IBM Certified DBA for DB2 UDB Version 7 for z/OS. She is coauthor of DB2 High Performance Design and Tuning (Prentice Hall, 2001) and author of DB2 Universal Database for OS/390 v7.1 Application Certification Guide (Prentice Hall, 2002).
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Antenna Theory and DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The first edition of Antenna Theory and Design was published in 1981 and the second in

	1998. This three-decade span has seen major expansions of antenna application areas,

	mainly in wireless communications. Along with technology advances has come public

	awareness of the presence and importance of antennas. Base station antennas are...
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Implementing Models of Financial Derivatives, with CD-ROM: Object Oriented Applications with VBAJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Implementing Models of Financial Derivatives is a comprehensivetreatment of advanced implementation techniques in VBA for modelsof financial derivatives. Aimed at readers who are already familiarwith the basics of VBA it emphasizes a fully object orientedapproach to valuation applications, chiefly in the context of MonteCarlo simulation but...
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Programming Mac OS X: A Guide for Unix DevelopersManning Publications, 2003
A guide for UNIX developers who want accurate information on getting up to speed with Mac OS X and its software development environment, this book provides programmers all the information they need to understand and use the operating system, its development tools, and key technologies such as Darwin, Cocoa, and AppleScript. Users are...
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Learning Continuous Integration with JenkinsPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Speed up and increase software productivity and software delivery using Jenkins
	
		Automate your build, integration, release, and deployment processes with Jenkinsâ€•and learn how continuous integration (CI) can save you time and money
	
		Explore the power of continuous delivery...
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The Surface of Mars (Cambridge Planetary Science)Cambridge University Press, 2007
This book summarizes our knowledge of the morphology of the martian surface and speculates on how the surface evolved to its present state. During the last three decades our knowledge of Mars has increased dramatically. A succession of orbiting spacecraft (Table I) have observed the planet at ever-increasing resolution, rovers have traversed the...
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Wetland Landscape Characterization: GIS, Remote Sensing and Image AnalysisCRC Press, 2001
The issue of identifying wetlands, quantifying their change over time, and characterizing the influences of nature and humans on them is a difficult one. Wetlands are a mix of terrestrial and aquatic systems that create a unique condition. Long of secondary interest in the minds of the public, scientists, and engineers, they have been evaluated on...
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